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Words that start with the prefix infra

Definition from Wiktionary, free dictionary Go to navigation Go to search Total number of words Starting with INFRA found = 19 INFRA consists of 5 letters. Below is a total of 19 words starting with INFRA (Prefix) found after searching all words in English. INFRA itself is a word in English. infra consists of the letters I, N, F, R and A. Where I am 9th, N is 14th,
F is 6th, R is 18th. Words containing Infra | Words made from letters used in infra16 the letter Words starting with infra1). Infrangibilities 15 letter Words starting with infra1). Infrastructure 14 letters Words starting with infra1). Infrangibility 2). Infrastructure 13 letter Words starting with infra1). Infraspecific 11 letter Words starting with infra1). Nefrangibly 2).
Nefrangible 3). Infrahumans 4). Offences 10 letters Words starting with infra1). Infrahuman 2). Infrasonic 3). Offense 4). Infracting 9 letter words starting with infra1). Infrared 2). Infracted 8 letter words starting with infra1). Infrared 2). Infracts 7 letter Words starting with infra1). Infract 5 letters words starting with infra1). Infra Infra :- Below; under; within; after; is often used as a prefix. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS: Which words start with infra? What are the words with the prefix infra? List of all words Begins with infra. Wordmaker is a web page that tells you how many words you can make from any given word in English. We have tried our best to include all possible word combinations of that word. Its a
good website for those looking for anagrams of a certain word. Anagrams are words made using each letter of a word and have the same legth as the original English word. Most words of meaning have also provided that they have a better understanding of the word. A cool tool for scrabble fans and English users, the word creator is fast becoming one of the
most wanted English link over the web. Privacy Policy Contact us inf, infr, infra, 1730–40; &lt;Latin infrā;compare the prefix below, which means below, used with other elements of any origin in the creation of compound words: infrazonic; infrared.&lt;Latin, representing infrā, adv. or prepositionDictionary.com Unaasculated Based on Random House Unaased
Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020 again, then, then, later, later, after, after, the latter, and thus, along the line, down the road, moments later, newer, succeed, as a result (esp in a text note) below; further; under; after-ring; infralapsarianCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd.
1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012Inferior to below or below:infrasonic. American Stedman's Medical Dictionary Copyright © 2002, 2001, 1995 by the Houghton Mifflin Society. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company.WORD of DAYfidelitynoun | [fi-del-i-tee, fahy- ] SEE DEFINITION Learn a new word right
now! © 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC Superscripts and Bars - WordItempos Guide n - Noun in - Verb - Adjective r - Adverb A measure of how popular 'WordItem' is in written use. The longer the blue bar, the more often / popular the word. Very short blue stripes indicate a rare use. infrastructuren infrareda n infrastructuresn infrasonica infrahumana infrarangiblea
infractedv infrastructurala infraspinatusn infratemporala infrarenala infraclaviculara infraclaviculara infrafraclaviculara infrafrafrafrarenala infraclaviculara infrafraclaviculara infrafraframammarya infrapatellara infrasoundn infrahyoidv inframarginala infraspecifica infraspinousa infralittorala infratrochlearn infradiaphragmatica infranodaln infraclassn Thank you.
We've received your feedback. Words are expressive, emotional, nuanced, gentle, eruous and challenging! Unfortunately words are sometimes also elusive, deceptive, fleeting in memory. Despite months of bittersweet work, we finally gathered the words together according to context. A new way to look for new and elusive words. I hope they help you! Are
we in the right direction? Are your needs met? If so, how? Is there anything we can do or do better? Please let us know in the feedback form! prefix jump to other resultsSee infra-in Oxford Advanced American Dictionary Found 125 words containing infra. Browse our Scrabble Word Finder, words with friends to cheat dictionary, and WordHub word solver to
find words that contain infra. Or use our Unscramble word solver to find the best possible game! Related: Words That Start With Infra, Words That End Infra Scrabble Words With Friends WordHub Crossword Found 115 Words That Begin With Infra. Check out our Scrabble Word Finder, Words with Friends cheat dictionary, and WordHub word solver to find
words starting with infra. Or use our Unscramble word solver to find the best possible game! Related: Words That End Infra, Words Containing Infra Scrabble Words with Friends WordHub Crossword Scrabble Word FinderSign out for our free Scrabble Words newsletter. We will not send you spam or share your email address with anyone. We promise.
Promise.
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